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This brochure is intended for general descriptive and informational purposes only. It is subject to change and does not constitute an offer, representation or warranty (express or implied) by Nissan North America, Inc. Interested parties should confirm the accuracy 
of any information in this brochure as it relates to a vehicle directly with an INFINITI Retailer before relying on it to make a purchase decision. Nissan North America, Inc., reserves the right to make changes, at any time, without prior notice, in prices, colors, materials, 
equipment, specifications, and models and to discontinue models or equipment. Due to continuous product development and other pre- and post-production factors, actual vehicle, materials and specifications may vary from this brochure. Some vehicles shown with 

optional equipment. See the actual vehicle for complete accuracy. Availability and delivery times for particular models or equipment may vary. Specifications, options and accessories may differ in Hawaii, U.S. territories and other countries. For additional information on 
availability, options or accessories, see your INFINITI Retailer or visit INFINITI website.

Final production vehicle may vary. Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2017 INFINITI. IN-20609 Reorder #18501i (7/17, 20K, CG)    Reducing our environmental footprint is an important goal at INFINITI. That’s why this brochure uses paper 
stock that is certified to contain a minimum of 10% post-consumer waste materials.

VISIT US ONLINE TO CREATE YOUR IDEAL INFINITI

www.infinitiusa.com

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY, AND GET THE LATEST INFO

Facebook.com/infiniti Twitter.com/infinitiusa



INFINITE POTENTIAL
We believe every driver is empowered with untold possibilities. To excel. To go as far as their drive will take them. See this take shape with  

the INFINITI Q70, where gracefully refined design and craftsmanship blend with innovation to elevate your senses — and your sense of 
achievement. Begin by crafting your Q70 for your personal journey. Every selection is designed to move, inspire and empower the drive.

WHEEL CHOICES

LEAD WITH AUTHORITY With dramatic curves, the 
Q70 form is punctuated by a double-wave hood that 
rises to meet the elevated front fenders. An INFINITI 
signature double-arch grille sets off its expressive, 
powerful LED headlights, whose eye-inspired design 
is echoed by the taillights. The Sport Package enhances 
its elegant silhouette with sharper-edged front fascia 
and split 5-spoke 20-inch wheels.

INTENSIFY EACH MILE Unleash a potent force no 
matter which engine you choose. Its eager 3.7-liter 
V6 engine delivers a stirring 330 hp. Opt for our most 
powerful production engine ever: a 5.6-liter V8 that 
produces a rush of 420 hp with polish and precision. 
Or choose the engine that redefined hybrid efficiency 
with thrilling intensity, matching 360 hp to a surprising 
33 MPG1 highway.
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INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the 
actual colors at your local INFINITI Retailer. *Additional cost applies for this option. **Premium Select Edition only.

20 X 9.0-INCH 15-SPOKE DARK FINISH ALUMINUM-
ALLOY WHEELS**

18 X 8.0-INCH DOUBLE 5-SPOKE ALUMINUM- 
ALLOY WHEELS

20 X 9.0-INCH SPLIT 5-SPOKE ALUMINUM- 
ALLOY WHEELS*

EXTERIOR COLORS



INTERIOR COLORS INTERIOR TRIM

INFINITI has taken care to ensure that the color swatches presented here are the closest possible representations of actual vehicle colors. Swatches may vary slightly due to the printing process and whether viewed in daylight, fluorescent or incandescent light. Please see the 
actual colors at your local INFINITI Retailer. *Additional cost applies for this option. **Premium Select Edition only.
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INVITE MORE COMFORT The Q70 interior’s 
sweeping lines define a space that is precisely 
tailored to the needs of every guest. From the width 
of its stance to the arc of its roof, passenger room 
is maximized throughout. The shape of the front 
seatbacks gives rear passengers more legroom. With 
the Essential Package,2 the front seats themselves are 
climate-controlled, circulating cool or warm air through 
the perforated leather to immerse you in comfort 
quicker than you ever imagined.

DELIGHT IN ALL ITS DETAILS Enter an atmosphere 
of quality: an exceptional space that immediately 
rewards your senses with craftsman-worthy materials 
and impressive attention to detail. Opt for the 
Sensory Package2 to elevate further with inviting 
semi-aniline leather seating, distinctive White Ash 
silver-powdered wood trim and premium soft-touch 
materials throughout the cabin.

DEMAND PURE AUDIO Indulge in rich sound with the 
Bose® Studio Surround® sound system2 in the Sensory 
and Sport Packages.2 It boasts 16 speakers, including 
2 mounted on the shoulders of each front seat, to 
serenely submerge you in your music. All 16 are 
custom-tuned to help deliver immersive 5.1 surround 
sound, while Active Noise Control cancels disruptive 
noise with opposing sound waves.

DRIVE WITH CONFIDENCE Amplify your ability to 
respond and react with the safety innovations in the 
ProACTIVE Package.2 It includes the world’s first  
Predictive Forward Collision Warning3 that enables 
your Q70 to monitor not only the vehicle directly in 
front of you, but the vehicle in front of that one as 
well, to help warn you of danger — sometimes before 
you even see it. Backup Collision Intervention,4 another 
world’s first technology by INFINITI, is there as well to 
warn you if approaching vehicles or large objects are 
detected behind your vehicle, and can help you avoid  
a collision by applying the brakes.

How will your Q70 come to life? Designed for those 
who define their own path, it offers bold ideas for 
the driven. Choose an elegant interior that best 
reflects your personality. Command technology 
that anticipates, then exceeds your needs. After all, 
excellence never settles, and neither do you.

ENHANCE YOUR CAPABILITIESADD DISTINCTION



PACKAGES

Q70 5.6 LUXEQ70 3.7 LUXE

• 3.7-liter V6 330-hp engine
•  Electronically controlled 7-speed automatic with 

Adaptive Shift Control (ASC)
• Automatic on/off LED headlights with wiper interlock
• LED front fog lights
• Power folding, heated, auto-dimming outside mirrors with 

integrated LED turn signals and reverse tilt-down feature
• Downshift Rev Matching
• RearView Monitor5

• INFINITI InTouch™6 with 8-inch touch-screen display
• INFINITI Intelligent Key with Push Button Start
• INFINITI Voice Recognition
• Drive Mode Selector
•  Bluetooth® Hands-free Phone System and audio 

streaming7

• Active Noise Control (ANC)
• SiriusXM® Satellite Radio with 90-day  

complimentary trial8

• SiriusXM® Traffic with 4-year complimentary trial access 
to real-time traffic information8

• Auto-trunk cincher
• 18-inch double 5-spoke alloy wheels
• 245/50R18 all-season performance tires

• Dual exhaust with polished finishers
• Sequential welcome lighting illuminated entry system
• Front door handle courtesy lights
• Entry/exit assist for driver’s seat and steering wheel
• Japanese Ash Wood trim
• Heated front seats
• 10-way power driver’s and front-passenger’s seats, 

including 2-way power lumbar support
• Leatherette seating surfaces
• Front-seat Active Head Restraints with 4-way manual 

adjustment
• INFINITI Advanced Air Bag System (AABS) with dual-stage 

supplemental front air bags (SRS)9

• Vehicle Dynamic Control (VDC) with Traction Control 
System10

• Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive
Optional Packages:  1  2  3  4  5  8

 Includes all Q70 3.7 LUXE standard features, plus:
• 5.6-liter V8 420-hp engine
• INFINITI InTouch™ Navigation with 8-inch touch-screen 

display, Lane Guidance and 3-D building graphics6

• INFINITI InTouch™ Services with 12 months of safety, 
security and convenience services6

• Leather-appointed seats
• Climate-controlled front seats
• Heated steering wheel
• Front and Rear Sonar System11

• Around View® Monitor (AVM) with Moving Object 
Detection (MOD)12

• Bose® 10-speaker Premium Audio system
• INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Kick Plates
• Rear-Wheel Drive or INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive

Optional Packages:  2  3  4  5  

 Includes all Q70L 3.7 LUXE standard features, plus:
• 5.6-liter V8 416-hp engine
• Leather-appointed seats
• Climate-controlled front seats
• Heated steering wheel
• INFINITI InTouch™ Navigation with 8-inch touch-screen 

display, Lane Guidance and 3-D building graphics6

• INFINITI InTouch™ Services with 12 months of safety, 
security and convenience services6

• Front and Rear Sonar System11

• Around View® Monitor (AVM) with Moving Object 
Detection (MOD)12

Optional Packages:  3  6  7  

 Includes all Q70 3.7 LUXE standard features, plus:
• Rear reading lamps
• Rear power outlet (12v)
• Rear heated seats
• 5.6 inches of additional 2nd-row legroom
• Rear door cincher

Optional Packages:  1  3  6  7  8

 Includes all Q70 3.7 LUXE standard features, plus:
• 3.5-liter V6 360-hp (Hybrid System Net Power)
• INFINITI Direct Response Hybrid® System 
• Lithium-ion battery
• 50 kW electric motor producing 67 hp 
• Electric Driven Intelligent Brake System
• Hybrid-Electric Power Steering (H-EPS)
• Double-piston shock absorbers
• Approaching Vehicle Sounds for Pedestrians (VSP)

Optional Packages:  1  2  3  7

Q70L 5.6 LUXEQ70L 3.7 LUXEQ70 Hybrid LUXE

4  Sport Package
  Requires Essential Package and INFINITI Radiant 

Illuminated Kick Plates on Q70 3.7 LUXE.  
Requires ProACTIVE Package and INFINITI Radiant 
Illuminated Kick Plates on Q70 5.6 LUXE.

• 20 x 9.0–inch split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels 
• 245/40R20 W-rated summer performance tires
• Sport-tuned suspension with upgraded springs and double-

piston shock absorbers
• Sport Brakes with aluminum 4-piston front calipers and 

2-piston rear calipers
• Solid magnesium paddle shifters
• Front sport seats with enhanced bolstering
• Unique front fascia 
• Aluminum pedal accents
• Premium stitched meter hood
• Sport steering wheel and shift knob
• Tinted front grille and headlight housing
• Bose® Studio Surround® sound system with digital 

5.1-channel decoding, 16 speakers
• Power rear sunshade

3  ProACTIVE Package
  Requires Essential Package on Q70 and Q70L 3.7 LUXE. 

Requires Sport Package and INFINITI Radiant Illuminated 
Kick Plates on Q70 5.6 LUXE. Requires Sensory Package 
and INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Kick Plates on Q70 Hybrid 
LUXE. Requires Sensory and Performance Wheel and Tire 
Packages on Q70L 3.7 LUXE and Q70L 5.6 LUXE.  
(Not available with Premium Select Edition)

• Intelligent Cruise Control (ICC) (Full-Speed Range)13

•  Lane Departure Warning (LDW) and Lane Departure 
Prevention (LDP) Systems14

• Distance Control Assist (DCA)15

• Predictive Forward Collision Warning (PFCW)3

• Forward Emergency Braking (FEB)16

• Backup Collision Intervention (BCI)4

•  Blind Spot Warning (BSW) and Blind Spot Intervention® 
(BSI®) Systems17

•  Adaptive Front lighting System (AFS) with auto-leveling 
headlights

•  Active Trace Control18

•  Front-seat Pre-Crash Seat Belts
•  Eco Pedal

5  Sport AWD Package
  Requires Essential Package and INFINITI Radiant 

Illuminated Kick Plates on Q70 3.7 LUXE AWD. 
Requires ProACTIVE Package and INFINITI Radiant 
Illuminated Kick Plates on Q70 5.6 LUXE AWD.

• Includes contents of Sport Package
• Sport-tuned suspension with upgraded springs
• 245/40R20 W-rated all-season performance tires

6  Performance Wheel and Tire Package
  Requires Essential Package on Q70L 3.7 LUXE. 

Requires Sensory and ProACTIVE Packages on  
Q70L 5.6 LUXE.

 (Not available with Premium Select Edition)
• 20 x 9.0-inch split 5-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels
• 245/40R20 W-rated all-season performance tires
• Sport Brakes with aluminum 4-piston front calipers 

and 2-piston rear calipers

7  Sensory Package
  Requires Essential Package, ProACTIVE Package 

and INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Kick Plates on Q70 
Hybrid LUXE. Requires Essential and Performance 
Wheel and Tire Packages on Q70L 3.7 LUXE. 
Requires ProACTIVE and Performance Wheel and Tire 
Packages on Q70L 5.6 LUXE.

• Bose® Studio Surround® sound system with digital 
5.1-channel decoding, 16 speakers

• Power rear sunshade
• Semi-aniline leather seating
• Unique quilted seat pattern with additional seat 

bolstering
• White Ash silver-powdered wood trim
• Suede-like headliner
• Premium soft-touch material for armrests, door 

inserts, center console and knee pads
• Premium stitched meter hood

8  Premium Select Edition
  Requires Essential Package on Q70 3.7 LUXE and  

Q70L 3.7 LUXE.  
(Not available with Sport, Sensory, ProACTIVE, or 
Performance Wheel and Tire Packages)

• Dark Chrome exterior trim with darkened lower  
rear bumper

• Rear decklid spoiler
• 20 x 9.0-inch 15-spoke dark finish aluminum-alloy 

wheels
• 245/40R20 W-rated all-season performance tires
• Sport Brakes with aluminum 4-piston front calipers 

and 2-piston rear calipers
• Suede-like headliner and aluminum interior trim
• Unique color semi-aniline leather seating
• Floor mats with contrast piping
• INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Kick Plates

1  Essential Package
  Standard on Q70 5.6 LUXE and Q70L 5.6 LUXE. 

(Complimentary on Q70 3.7 LUXE, Q70L 3.7 LUXE and  
Q70 Hybrid LUXE)

• INFINITI InTouch™ Navigation with 8-inch touch-screen 
display, Lane Guidance and 3-D building graphics6

• INFINITI InTouch™ Services with 12 months of safety, 
security and convenience services - Voice recognition for 
navigation functions6

• Bose® 10-speaker Premium Audio system
• Single in-dash CD
• Leather-appointed seats
• Climate-controlled front seats
• Heated steering wheel
• Front and Rear Sonar System11

• Around View® Monitor (AVM) with Moving Object 
Detection (MOD)12

2  INFINITI Radiant Illuminated Kick Plates
  Standard on Premium Select Edition. Requires Essential, 

Sensory and ProACTIVE Packages on Q70 Hybrid LUXE. 
Requires Sport Package on Q70 3.7 LUXE and  
Q70 5.6 LUXE.

TRIM LEVELS & PACKAGES



The same exacting standards applied to the creation of an INFINITI vehicle go into designing and manufacturing Genuine INFINITI Accessories. 
With a wide array of quality products designed to integrate seamlessly, you can be assured of a custom fit and finish.19 For more information and 

to shop online for Genuine INFINITI Accessories, go to parts.infinitiusa.com.

ACCESSORIES SHOWN Splash Guards and Rear Decklid Spoiler.

18-INCH ALUMINUM-ALLOY WHEELS Wherever you 
go, there’ll be no question to your sense of style and 
love of sporty design. These eye-catching wheels 
utilize lightweight alloy and original INFINITI logo 
center caps.

ALL-SEASON FLOOR MATS Custom-made of durable 
and long-wearing material — they are designed to 
protect the interior footwells and capture dirt, sand 
and other debris while staying securely in place.

TRUNK NET Durable and unobtrusive, it conveniently 
helps you organize your possessions in the trunk and 
helps keep them safely in place.

INFINITI RADIANT ILLUMINATED KICK PLATES The 
INFINITI logo glows softly along the bottom of the 
front door sills — a signature flourish you and your 
passenger will appreciate every time you get in.

SPLASH GUARDS The color-matched splash guards 
reduce spray on lower body panels, while helping 
prevent nicks and scratches caused by road debris under 
most weather conditions.

INTERIOR AMBIENT LIGHTING The warm and 
engaging glow welcomes you as you get settled. 
It adds ambiance to the interior and enhances its 
modern appeal.

GENUINE INFINITI ACCESSORIES



59.1*
59.6**
59.1***
59.6****

72.6 196.1* / 196.1** / 202.0*** / 202.0****

114.2* / 114.2** / 120.1*** / 120.1****

EXPAND YOUR EXPECTATIONS WITH THE Q70L
For those who seek the highest elevations, the Q70L presents the ultimate choice — powerful, composed performance united with the exclusivity 

of an extended sedan. The wheelbase has been extended by nearly 6 inches, allowing extra legroom in the rear. To ensure you’re at your most 
comfortable in the rear seats, they’re heated and shaded, thanks to a rear window sunshade, while a 12V power outlet is provided for your 
convenience. The Premium Select Edition offers an exclusive aluminum interior trim, with luxurious Graphite or Stone semi-aniline leather-

appointed seating for a modern aesthetic appeal. This package also includes unique 20-inch dark finish wheels, select dark chrome exterior 
accents, and a rear decklid spoiler to boldly distinguish the truly premium Q70L.

TECHNICAL SPECS

See infinitiusa.com for complete list of specifications. *Q70 RWD **Q70 AWD ***Q70L RWD ****Q70L AWD 

All dimensions are measured in inches.

1 2018 EPA Fuel Economy Estimates. MPG 28 city/33 hwy (Q70 Hybrid LUXE). Actual mileage may vary with driving conditions. Use for comparison only. 2 Available on select models. 3 PFCW is intended to warn you before a collision occurs; it cannot prevent a collision. 
Speed and other limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. 4 BCI will not detect every object, and speed limitations apply. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. See Owner’s Manual for details. 5 Parking aid/convenience 
feature. Cannot completely eliminate blind spots. May not detect every object and does not warn of moving objects. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. 6 Driving is serious business. Only use INFINITI InTouch Services and INFINITI 
InTouch Services Premier when safe to do so. Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. Services, including automatic crash notification and SOS, require an active subscription, and are dependent upon the telematics 
device being in an operative condition, its ability to connect to a wireless network, compatible wireless network availability, navigation map data, and GPS satellite signal receptions, the absence of which can limit or prevent the ability to reach INFINITI InTouch Services Customer 
Care or receive support. Services require compatible 3G GSM/GPRS cellular network provided by AT&T. 3G cellular network not available in all areas and/or available at all times. Cellular network not available in Guam, Puerto Rico, U.S. Virgin Islands, Saipan, or American Samoa. 
Cellular technology is evolving, and changes to cellular networks provided by independent companies are not within INFINITI’s or SiriusXM Connected Vehicle Service’s Inc.’s control. Certain vehicle services, including Google® compatible services, provided by independent companies 
are not within INFINITI’s or SiriusXM’s control and are subject to change without notice or liability to INFINITI, its affiliates and agents or SiriusXM. Like other devices that rely on network coverage, once the network service is discontinued, INFINITI InTouch services will not function 
without equipment replacements, upgrades, or alternative network coverage, which neither INFINITI nor SiriusXM can guarantee. INFINITI and SiriusXM are not responsible for associated costs that may be required for continued operation due to cellular network turndown 
or discontinuation (including equipment upgrades, if available, or roaming charges on alternative networks). 12 month trial subscription begins on your date of purchase or lease of your new INFINITI. Subsequently, your credit card (if on file) will be charged at the then current 
subscription rate and your service will renew automatically under the terms of your subscription. Standard text rates and/or data usage may apply. Terms and Conditions of Subscription Agreement apply. See www.infinitiusa.com/intouch for more information. 7 Availability of 
specific features is dependent upon the phone’s Bluetooth® support. Please refer to your phone Owner’s Manual for details. The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by INFINITI is under license. See http://www.infinitiusa.
com/bluetooth for details. 8 Required monthly subscriptions sold separately for each available SiriusXM feature after trial period, and are continuous until you call SiriusXM to cancel. Installation costs, one-time activation fee, other fees and taxes will apply. Each SiriusXM 
feature availability is dependent upon vehicle model, trim level, packaging, and/or options, and may only be available in select markets. Satellite Radio U.S. service, NavWeather service, and SiriusXM TravelLink services (if any of the foregoing features are equipped on vehicle) 
available only to those 18 or older in the 48 contiguous states and D.C. Fees and programming subject to change. Subscriptions governed by Customer Agreement available at siriusxm.com. ©2017 SiriusXM Radio Inc. Sirius, XM and all related marks and logos are trademarks 
of SiriusXM Radio Inc. 9 Air bags are only a supplemental restraint system; always wear your seat belt. Even with the occupant-classification sensor, rear-facing child restraints should not be placed in the front-passenger’s seat. All children 12 and under should ride in the rear 
seat properly secured in child restraints, booster seats, or seat belts according to their size. Air bags will only inflate in certain accidents; see your Owner’s Manual for more details. 10 VDC, which should remain on when driving except when freeing the vehicle from mud or snow, 
cannot prevent accidents due to abrupt steering, carelessness, or dangerous driving techniques. 11 The Sonar System is a convenience, but not a substitute for proper parking procedures and/or backing procedures. Always check that it is safe to do so before moving vehicle. 
May not detect every object. 12 AVM with MOD cannot completely eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. MOD operates at vehicle speeds below 5 mph. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. 13 Intelligent Cruise 
Control is not a collision avoidance system or warning device. Designed to use limited braking. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 14 Lane Departure Warning/Lane Departure Prevention Systems operate only when the lane markings are clearly visible. Speed 
limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. 15 Distance Control Assist helps maintain a distance to the vehicle in front under certain conditions. Not a collision avoidance system. Failure to apply the brakes could result in an accident. 16 FEB cannot prevent accidents 
due to carelessness or dangerous driving techniques. It may not provide warning or braking in certain conditions. Speed limitations apply. 17 Blind Spot Warning/Blind Spot Intervention Systems are not substitutes for proper lane change procedures. The systems will not prevent 
contact with other vehicles or accidents. They may not detect every vehicle or object around you. 18 Active Trace Control cannot prevent accidents or loss of control. It is the driver’s responsibility to be in control of the vehicle at all times. 19 Covered by INFINITI’s Limited 
Warranty on Genuine INFINITI Accessories for the longer of 12 months/12,000 miles (whichever is earlier) or the remaining period under the 4-year/60,000-mile INFINITI New Vehicle Limited Warranty. Terms and conditions apply. See Warranty Information Booklet for details.

Bose is a registered trademark of Bose Corporation. 

EXTERIOR DIMENSIONS

Coefficient of drag — Q70 3.7 LUXE, Q70 5.6 LUXE, Q70L 3.7 LUXE, Q70L 5.6 LUXE / Q70 Hybrid LUXE 0.27 / 0.26

Coefficient of drag — Q70 3.7 LUXE AWD, Q70 5.6 LUXE AWD, Q70L 3.7 LUXE AWD, Q70L 5.6 LUXE AWD 0.27

Turning diameter (feet) — Q70 RWD / Q70 AWD / Q70L RWD / Q70L AWD 36.7 / 37.4 / 38.1 / 39.4

INTERIOR DIMENSIONS

Cargo volume (cubic feet) — Q70 3.7 LUXE, Q70 5.6 LUXE, Q70L 3.7 LUXE, Q70L 5.6 LUXE / Q70 Hybrid LUXE 14.9 / 11.3 

Headroom with moonroof (inches) — Front / Rear 39.1 / 37.7

Legroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70 3.7 LUXE, Q70 5.6 LUXE, Q70 Hybrid LUXE 44.4 / 36.2

Legroom (inches) — Front / Rear — Q70L 3.7 LUXE, Q70L 5.6 LUXE 44.8 / 41.8

WEIGHT AND CAPACITY

Curb weight RWD (lbs) — Q70 3.7 LUXE / Q70 5.6 LUXE / Q70 Hybrid LUXE / Q70L 3.7 LUXE / Q70L 5.6 LUXE 3,876 / 4,043 / 4,178 / 3,964 / 4,136

Curb weight AWD (lbs) — Q70 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70 5.6 LUXE AWD / Q70L 3.7 LUXE AWD / Q70L 5.6 LUXE AWD 4,057 / 4,239 / 4,156 / 4,328

Fuel capacity (gallons) — Q70 3.7 LUXE, Q70 5.6 LUXE / Q70 Hybrid LUXE 20 / 17.8 


